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1 - JJ
.:Fullname:. Doesnt know name, but in letter parents left him it called him JJ
.:Nicknames:.JJ
.:Age:.16
.:D.O.B.:.July 6
.:gender:.Male
.:Hair color:.Brown
.:Eye color:.Brown
.:Skin tone:.Light Brown
.:Element:.Darkness
.:Speices(alien, demon, human, ext.):.part vampire
.:Powers:.Dark powers locked within him
.:Main abilitys:.
Sword Activation (When Dark powers enter sword and he loses conscience and something else comes)
Dark Shot (When sword is activated it can shoot shots and balls of darkness from its tip)
Healing Ability (When necklace's light power heals JJ)
.:Likes:.Stars, open spaces, girls, fire, darkness, friends, the Sun (weird huh?)
.:Dislikes:.being around sad people (makes him want to cry), being pushed around, having to make hard
decisions, a lot more but i am tired
.:Fave color:.Blue, Black, and Red
.:Fave food:.Tacos
.:Fave bands/artists:.Linkin Park, Chris Brown, Usher, Tyga
.:Clothing:.(not good at describing this so i will do it later)
.:Personality:.Shy, Quiet, Friendly, Protective to the ones who are close to him, almost no
self-confidence in some moments

.:theam song:."Forever" by Chris Brown
.:Class (warrior, wizzard,ext):.none
.:Alighnment (chacotic good, lawful good, ext):.Chaotic Good
.:Relaitives:.Mother and Father (not known if they are living or deceased)
.:Past:.When he was a baby his parents disappeared but left him a note telling him to find a man
nicknamed "After Jam" and to train under him, for he was their best friend - him and his wife. His father
left his a black sword which disappears into air and can reappear when JJ summons it. His mother left
him a white necklace that can heal minor wounds on JJ. When JJ was 6, a fire at a house he was near
got him caught in it and almost killed him, but he blacked out and when he awoke he was in the middle
of nothing. He is now 16 and he met a girl named Jamie Neverafter and her father - the 10 years in
between, he decides to lock up into his mind
.:Job:.None really, does some favors, gets paid a little bit

.:Helpful notes:.Dont try to hurt anyone close to him, and dont get him too angry
.:Quots:.
"IM GONNA KILL YOU!!!"

2 - Aisu Hakaisha
.:Fullname:. Aisu Hakaisha
.:Nicknames:.Ais, Su, Haka
.:Age:. 17
.:D.O.B.:. October 28
.:gender:.Male
.:Hair color:.Black with a blue center and tips
.:Eye color:.Blue
.:Skin tone:.very light tan
.:Element:.Ice
.:Speices(alien, demon, human, ext.):.half ice demon
.:Powers:.can freeze the shape almost anything that has to do with water
.:Main abilitys:.
Ice Ball
Ice Striker
Freeze Beam
Cold Punch
Chocker (absolute definite LAST move, it freezes the air around the opponent and user)
.:Likes:.Anything cold, Nature, girls, cooking
.:Dislikes:.(in order) His Mother, Most hot things, shy people, arrogant people, being in a group of people
.:Fave color:.Blue
.:Fave food:strangely, his world famous Hot Pepper Salad.
.:Fave bands:.doesnt listen to too much music
.:Clothing:.Blue leather jacket with fur at collar, jeans, sneakers, blue shirt (has millions of them with
different phrases on them)

.:Personality:.Used to be like his father - sweet, kind, helpful, but then his father left his mother and his
mother gained custody and now he is like his mother - Cruel, cold (no pun intended), merciless, mean
.:theam song:.none
.:Class (warrior, wizzard,ext):.none
.:Alighnment (chacotic good, lawful good, ext):.Neutral but leaning a bit towards chaotic/evil
.:Relaitives:.Hinshu Ikasu Hakaisha (Father - Ice element user), Yokoshima Hakaisha (Mother - demon)
.:Past:. When Aisu was a child he was exactly like his father and his mother was kind, but then his father
left to help in a war and is still alive but nowhere to be found (Yoko knows hes alive but told Aisu that he
was dead) and then his mother became cruel and menacing and her son became like her. It is very,
very, very, VERY, VERY, VERY, VERY hard to create a bond with Aisu, or even talk to him, but if there
is a bond then he will be like he was when his father was around to whoever created the bond.
.:Job:. Works at a greenhouse, and everyone there thinks he is the sweet little boy he has always been
because that is how he acts there

.:Helpful notes:.The full true demonic powers inside of him are actually scared of Aisu
.:Quots:.
"Go away"
"Leave me alone"
"I have been screwed my whole life, and now im supposed to believe that god has FINALLY paid
attention to me and answered my prayers from the last like 11 years of my life and gave me an
angel...whatever"

3 - James Lipstun/Lingoliyutmentrosugane the 700th
.:Fullname:. James Lipstun
.:Nicknames:. Jimmy, Jim
.:Age:. over 2,000 years old
.:D.O.B.:. unknown
.:gender:. none
.:Hair color:. changes but is usually green
.:Eye color:. changes all of the time, but usually corresponds with what James' feelings are
.:Skin tone:.you can never see it so it is unknown
.:Element:.none
.:Speices(alien, demon, human, ext.):.half alien
.:Powers:.telekinetic
.:Main abilitys:.
Mind Reading
Levitating
Flying
Telekinesis
.:Likes:. ponies, monster trucks, trees, blood, and death
.:Dislikes:. killing people, his own blood, pollution, most humans
.:Fave color:. glarkenshmarfinshneiger (thats what Pink is on his home planet)
.:Fave food:. Trash
.:Fave bands:. None
.:Clothing:. Wheres a green spandex like alien suit that covers his whole body except for his hair, eyes,
and mouth
.:Personality:. He is a very curious being, at times evil, at times kind...he is like every personality trait but

they come out at certain times
.:theam song:. none
.:Class (warrior, wizzard,ext):.uh...idk
.:Alighnment (chacotic good, lawful good, ext):. lawful bad/evil
.:Relaitives:. Shnargenplexercrinishperfichnill the 19,000 (mother), Bob Lipstun(father)
.:Past:. When a human came to his planet he fell in love with an alien and they "mated". Then James
was born on his home planet. His original name was Lingoliyutmentrosugane the 700th but when he
came to Earth people called him James so he learned the human language and is now just like a
human...well a green human...earth time is much different than his home planets time. A year on his
planet is like 500 years on earth. So that makes him about 18 years old on his planet
.:Job:. Works at a mobile home service charity. You just sign up and then help those who are diseased
and homeless or injured or anything and you get money every day from it! But James doesnt know that
he doesnt have to do anything and they will still send money

.:Helpful notes:. Um, well if he wants to, he can call his mother who was just promoted queen recently to
blow up the planet. Most people think its a joke and that he is playing around when he says this or that
he is from another planet...please dont tempt him to call up his mom.
.:Quots:.
"OH MY GOD!!!! LOOK AT THAT!!!!!" -he says this a lot to little things like when he saw a duck
"Just watch, keep bothering me and this whole planet goes BOOM!!!"
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